2016-17 BPA Waterloo email
Championship Game Commentary
French: Marty Musella – PAA: Joe Beard
Neutral Commentary – Ed Menzel
Compiled and edited by Ed Menzel
This game was played by email in June 2017. Joe provided detailed commentary after each PAA move
which has been only lightly edited. Because of all that detail, your neutral commentator didn’t feel the
need to add much as the game progressed. Marty provided commentary after the game was concluded
but recapped his thinking along the way. My compliments to both players for the excellent insight into
their thinking as the game progressed.
Critiquing two skilled veteran players is a bit of a risky proposition. I certainly don’t claim any superior
knowledge to the players. But at least I hope to offer an unbiased third view of the game for reader’s
consideration. Full disclosure – I learned how to play the game from Joe and as such, my style is a poor
man’s version of his. My commentary – for better or for worse - is biased toward that view of best play.

Pre-game Comments: The format for this match featured an auction bidding system. Marty as
the lower seeded player started the bidding with 5 for the PAA (the number of factors to be removed
from the initial setup. Joe countered with a bid of 6 which was accepted. Joe removed a Prussian 6-4
from his PAA set up to start the game.

Marty: As is known in our Waterloo community, when veteran players compete in key games, the
preference is to play the PAA using a delay strategy to "run out the clock" combined with judicious
counterattacks to weaken the FR. My overall FR strategy is to make this delay strategy as costly as
possible in terms of destroyed delay units and to spread out the FR Army across the entire width of the
board. Not only do I want to threaten all the established avenues of advance (Tilly corridor, QB corridor,
QB heights, Nivelles' corridors, & Braine le Comte [BleC] road) but also through the woods connecting
these routes. These "woods infiltrating" units are vulnerable to surrounded attacks, but the broad FR
frontage creates difficulties for the PAA to mass for attacks and increases the overall PAA defensive
requirements. Almost every player understands that any tactic, ploy, or move can be countered. So as I
describe my moves and ideas of this game, the overarching FR strategy is: if denied in one area or
sector, then seek opportunities and exploit weaknesses in other areas as the PAA cannot be strong
everywhere.

French – PAA set ups
Joe: Regarding the French Setup: Marty has deployed eighty-nine factors -- nearly half of his total
combat strength -- solidly with his Right Wing. Ordinarily, when I see this type of French opening
(especially when I see this much cavalry), I assume that the enemy commander plans to make a major
effort against both the Tilly Corridor and the Quatre Bras Gap. Of course, given the earliness of the
hour, the French player is still in a position to change his offensive plans, but I have a feeling that Marty
means to screen the Heights -- while probably trying at least one low-odds attack against Steinmetz -while he makes his major efforts against the widely-separated Allied flanks. The good news for the PAA - at least as I currently view things -- is that the French commander, in order to field an adequate
infantry force in the west, will probably have to direct the Ist Corps (in Marchienne au Pont) to
commence the long slow slog towards Nivelles. In any case, we will soon see.
So far as the PAA Opening Setup is concerned, Blucher has deployed his forces pretty much just out of
range of the most advanced contingents of French cavalry, but close enough to the enemy battle line
that a counterattack, while unlikely, is nonetheless possible. The "heavies" of the Ist Corps
are concentrated on the Quatre Bras Heights: these dispositions have the twin advantages of keeping
these valuable units temporarily out of harm's way while, at the same time, also creating a small amount
of doubt in Napoleon's mind as to early Prussian intentions. You will also note that the two 4-4s and the
single 2-4 from the IIIrd Corps are set up a hex back from the road. This is to make sure that these
weaker units can be shielded from French cavalry should Marty push (as I think he will) aggressively
north towards the gateway to the Tilly Corridor. I happen to be very fond of my 4-4s (whether PAA or
French) and I do not want to see any of them fall to enemy action too early in the campaign. Moreover,
in the case of this particular match, I want to make sure that I can get at least one of my Prussian 4-4s to
W15 by the 1100 game turn as I am pretty sure that, with all that cavalry to call upon on his Right, Marty
will at least try a cavalry raid via Y13-X13-W14 in order to outflank the Prussian Corridor defenses
farther to the west.

16-0700 PAA move

Joe: The French plan begins to take shape and, as I suspected, it appears that my opponent has decided
to direct the bulk of L'Armee du Nord against the Allied flanks. The fact that Marty has diverted the
whole of the IInd Corps towards Nivelles is a little worrying. On the other hand, by so doing, he has
stripped off a significant amount of his combat power from the center, and this is comparatively good
news because it allows me, temporarily I'm sure, to turn the defense of AA27 over to a Prussian 6-4. Of
course, I am under no illusions as to the French commander's ultimate plans for AA27: whenever I see
two French 4-4s traveling up the Quatre Bras Road together, I usually assume that they have a mission,
and that mission is a 1-2 versus Steinmetz.
The Prussian defense of the approaches to the Quatre Bras Gap and the Tilly Corridor is a bit
problematical. Blucher has exposed a sizeable part of his army to French 2-1s this turn. On the plus
side, because the French 6-4s are still a march or two to the rear, I am fairly comfortable with the idea
that my opponent will probably hesitate to risk exchanges with pure cavalry or with 5-4s and cavalry
against Prussian 6-4s. Needless-to-say, I could always be wrong, but I suspect that Marty will want to
see how things develop at Nivelles before he decides to take too many chances.

Marty – first three turns (0700 thru 1100): In light of my FR strategy, the first three turns are
pretty standard. I have committed a fairly large force toward Nivelles with at least 15 cavalry factors
leading the way to prevent the 5-4 at Nivelles from defending in the open. This also prevents the PAA
from placing a 4-4 or 5-4 in the river junction hex V46. I also want to threaten hexes Z35 & Y35 to force
Joe to move Prussian 6-4 divisions to support the British. There are sizable forces near the QB heights to
threaten a 2-1 attack against hex AA27 and keep the largest Prussian units defending the heights. In the
eastern part of the board, I'm trying to force the PAA to expend multiple delay units each turn and look
for any opportunities to get any 3-1 or higher attacks against large units.

Neutral Commentary: Notice on the Ligny plains, Joe’s use of delay units interspersed with 6-4 units
attackable from one hex only. This is a hallmark of his PAA play style that I think will be seen again and
again as play proceeds. This hedgehog defense minimizes the number of delay units required while
holding a significant amount of real estate.

16-0900 PAA move

Joe: L'Armee du Nord continues its broad front advance and, except for the failure of a nuisance cavalry
raid via Y13 to materialize, things are developing pretty much as I expected. That said, let us take a look
at the front sector by sector.
NIVELLES:
It is still not clear whether the French commander will make a serious attempt to break the Anglo -Allied
line in the Braine le Comte area, however, if Jerome and Gerard (II31) move to HH35 next turn, then the
chances are good that Marty will at least make a try for an early breakthrough in the far west. If a
flanking push is not part of my opponent's plans, then the French Left Wing will have enough combat
power (a well-balanced force of both infantry and cavalry) to assault the forest corridors in earnest on
the French player's 1500 turn (if not before). The Allied response will really depend on how Ney's forces
advance on their next turn. As things currently stand, the Allies can field thirteen Anglo-Allied and
twenty-five Prussian combat factors. I should note that the Prussian I Corps Hrs. Arty (U40) has been
positioned so that, if it seems reasonable, he can be sent to V44 to serve as a temporary blocker (speed
bump, anyone?). Everything now depends on how aggressive (and ambitious) the French commander is
going forward. Allied reinforcements are on the way, so he knows that -- until the two opposing forces
actually clash -- the PAA Right Wing will only get stronger with time.
QUATRE BRAS:
Because of the woods hexes in Z27 and Z28, the Quatre Bras Heights are always a danger for the PAA.
Steinmetz cannot be attacked at 3-1 from three hexes when he occupies AA27, but he is nonetheless
highly vulnerable to even a 1-2 attack because of the woods. As things turned out this turn, the French
commander moved enough combat strength into position to attack a 6-4 in AA27 at 3-1, but not quite

enough (one factor short, actually) to attack Pirch II at 3-1. There are any number of ways that Blucher
could have dealt with this situation; unfortunately, they all -- to varying degrees -- have shortcomings. In
the end, "Alt Vorvarts" decided to position Steinmetz at AA25, both to provide him with a flight hex
should he be retreated, and because, with only two hexes from which to attack, he would not be
vulnerable to a French 2-1. This, alas, is only a temporary fix: with two French 4-4s skulking in the
immediate neighborhood, there is a very good chance that, as soon as the Prussian 8-4 reoccupies AA27,
Marty will attack him at 1-2 (at the very least).
The Quatre Bras Gap, at least for the moment, is relatively quiet. The French will certainly continue to
advance, methodically eliminating an Allied delay unit with each new game turn, but until French
infantry actually takes possession of AA23, the Prussian position in the center is really only vulnerable to
French low-odds gambles. And speaking of low-odds gambles: this is the first turn in which I actually
consider one of my Prussian 6-4s (in this case, Langen in Z20) to be at risk of a French 2-1 attack.
Previously, the French commander would have had to risk either pure cavalry, or some awkward
combination of cavalry and infantry in order to mount such an attack; now, however, two French 6-4s
have advanced to within range of Langen, so we will just have to see how adventu resome Marty feels.
Also, I should note that, while I would have very much liked to have moved a Prussian "heavy" to V25
this turn, regrettably, the only two units that could reach this hex were Steinmetz and Pirch II and they,
needless-to-say, were needed elsewhere.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
If the French commander had not concentrated so much of his local cavalry (twenty -three factors) near
the mouth of the Corridor, then the Prussian IIIrd Corps might have fallen back, conserving a delay unit,
and simply "sucked it up" by allowing Marty's Right Wing to attack the Tilly force with pure cavalry.
Unfortunately, twenty-three factors -- because they allow the French player any number of unpleasant
attacking options -- was just a little too powerful a force for Zeithen to meet head on, at least at this
stage of the campaign. Now, at least, the IIIrd Corps has some maneuvering room, and has also gained
precious time for additional Prussian units from Quatre Bras to move to its aid.

Neutral Commentary: Joe noted in his above comments the risk of a French 2-1 attack versus a
Prussian 6-4 by two French 6-4s. I’m not a fan of this tactic as a staple of a French offensive. On
average, 2-1 attacks yield 1.1 French factor losses for every PAA factor loss assuming even up lo sses on
exchanges. (A pair of 5-4s and a 2-6 in a 2-1 attack is even worse for the French.) Here it would gain no
positional advantage, and is likely to produce an attritional disadvantage. That does not seem to me to
be a long term winning strategy.

16-1100 French move:

Neutral Commentary: I do not care for the diversion of 12 French cavalry factors to the eastern
woods/river approach to St Gery. This threat is usually fairly easy to refute. But the main disadvantage is
that it reduces the reach of a 3-1 attack on a Prussian heavy in the corridor by 2 hex rows allowing Joe to
hold a more forward position.
I do note that Marty has sent virtually all his cavalry to assault the flanks leaving 5 heavies on picket duty
at the bottom of the heights. That seems a bit much in both regards.

16-1100 PAA move

Joe: Whatever else one might say, things are definitely heating up in all three sectors, so let us consider
them one by one.
NIVELLES:
The French cavalry raiders poised to attack V44 were a virtual given going into this turn; unfortunately
for the French commander, because of the British delay unit in Z40, the Prussian I Corps Hrs. Arty should
be strong enough to discourage a French attack for one turn, and that is all that matters. The other
advantage of positioning Krahmer in Z40 is that, not only does he screen the Braine le Comte river lines
for a turn, but he also prevents any of Marty's units from entering either Y40 or the more important Y39.
Unfortunately, the forward defense of the eastern forest lane had to be abandoned this turn; on the
other hand, since Jagow can only be attacked at 2-1 (and that by pure cavalry, to boot), I am hoping
that, if the advanced elements of Ney's western contingent do move forward, the y will content
themselves with occupying Z36 and Z35. I may be wrong, but I am inclined to think that Marty will wait a
turn before hurling his troops forward into the Nivelles forest gaps.
QUATRE BRAS:
In the center, it looks like all of my shuffling units around to protect Steinmetz has finally come to an
end. It would be a pleasant surprise if the French commander held off attacking AA27 for another turn
or two, while he waited to see how his offensive drives against the two Allied flanks worked out, b ut I'm
not counting on it. For one thing, if Marty doesn't strike soon, then, except for the possibility of
permanently removing the most powerful PAA unit on the board, he will gain very little else of lasting
strategic significance.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
It looks like the threat of a surrounded Allied counterattack dissuaded my opponent from occupying Y17
in strength: under the circumstances, that's good news for the PAA. In addition, my concern about a
French cavalry raid along the far western corridor turned out to be correct after all; and happily, the
French player stripped away twelve factors of cavalry from his main axis of advance just when they

would have done him the most good. And so far as Marty's advance into the main Corridor is concerned,
the lack of French infantry in advanced positions has hurt him, mainly because this situation has created
an opportunity for the Prussians to block him from occupying V17 and/or W17 on this turn unless the
French player is prepared to fight for them at less than optimal odds. Of course, this aggressive move on
my part is still very risky, and just because the French player cannot get a 3-1 against either W16 or
W15, does not mean that he might not be tempted purely by the fact that both positions can be
surrounded (even if temporarily). Naturally, I would prefer the French player to exercise caution, but if
he doesn't, and if he gets lucky, then I can, at least, still take comfort from the knowledge that the river
positions lost will not be nearly as important as the Thil or Dyle Rivers farther to the north. Also, I should
probably explain my thinking in this matter: in a nutshell, several different factors convinced me to take
this gamble with the three exposed Prussian units on this game turn: first, if Marty does decide to take
the low-odds shot against Steinmetz, then he might just be a little less inclined to gamble elsewhere on
the map; second, I consider a French 2-1 versus a doubled Kampfen to be a 60/40 bet in favor of the
PAA; and third, any French units that attack the Prussian stack in W15 will be just as surrounded (by
river and forest hexes) as their targets. In any case, we will soon see whether the French player will be
content to maneuver the Prussians out of these positions, or whether he wi ll appeal to the "Dice Gods."

16-1300 French move

Marty: There are now sufficient FR forces near the BleC road to prevent a 7-4 from defending hex V46
or the 4-4 from defending behind the river in hex V47 as I can get a 3-1 surrounded against it and a 3-1
versus the undoubled 7-4. Ideally, I should have 32 factors in these hexes as that would make the
doubled 5-4 vulnerable to a 3-1 attack with my objective being to force the 7-4 that just arrived to
remain in the vicinity of the BleC road and unavailable to reinforce near Nivelles. I have also increased
the threat to hexes Y35 & Y36. However, this increase has lead me to reduce the available factors in
front of the QB heights to just 33. I continue my push down the primary road to QB. Also, while Joe did
not have to expend a delay unit in the Tilly corridor, I think that the 4-4 & 2-4 in hexes W15 & 16 may be
vulnerable to later attack from my cavalry.

Neutral Commentary: I would not have left one French cavalry unit at the eastern woods in Y13. It is
too easy to defend if the Prussians continue to hold their Tilly Corridor position and wastes a turn if the
Prussians fall back as I suspect they will.

16-1300 PAA Move:

Joe: So far, things are proceeding about as expected. Marty has eschewed low-odds gambles and,
instead, has -- wisely, in my opinion -- pretty much stuck to a "broad front" French strategy. That said,
let us consider the current map board situation, sector by sector.
NIVELLES:
The Anglo-Allied blocker in Z40 last turn, by screening Y39, has made the defense of Nivelles
considerably easier than it might otherwise have been. Obviously, blocker or no, the French
commander is beginning to exert serious pressure against both the Brain Le Comte river lines and the
northern ends of the forest lanes, but by concentrating so much of his cavalry in Y42, Z41, and AA40,
Marty has -- at least in my view -- pretty much "defanged" the French infantry massed along the Z36 to
Z33 row until additional forces (including cavalry) can be made available. The good news, for the Allies,
is that, because of the French unit dispositions around Nivelles, no PAA sacrifice was required this game
turn.
Regarding PAA dispositions in this sector: In a perfect world, it would have been nice to have deployed
Perponcher in the "swing hex" V41; unfortunately, the local French forces are powerful enough that I
decided that I would rather have three Prussian units (seven factors) in this hex than a single British 6-4.
As things currently stand, the Allied forces at Nivelles (augmented by possible Prussian reinforcements
from W31) should encourage a bit of caution on the part of the French player no matter how he decides
to organize his attack.
QUATRE BRAS:
This front continues to be quiet but, of course, that could always change. The French player, if he is so
inclined, will be in a position to advance the three units (thirteen factors) from BB22 into AA23 on his
1500 player turn, but, because any units in AA23 could then be surrounded, I doubt that he will take the

risk. Especially since there are thirty-four Prussian factors within range of the hex in question. The only
other source of Allied concern, even now, is the possibility of a French low -odds attack against the
Heights. I would have liked to have stripped away Schulenberg this turn and to have sent him east to
U25, but. so long as the possibility remains of a French 1-2 versus Steinmetz (with a retreat to AA27 and
a French advance into AA25), I decided that it would be prudent to leave Schulenberg just where he is,
just to be safe. That said, depending on how events unfold over the next turn or two at Nivelles, I may
send him east (along with Langen, if possible) on the 1500 or 1700 PAA player turn.
THE TILLY ORRIDOR:
There were actually quite a few different Allied options that warranted consideration on this game turn;
regrettably, most of them, to be truly effective, either required more units than were locally available
(e.g., an additional delay unit, and at least one more Prussian 6-4 in transit), allowed the French to
advance too far north too quickly, or had the potential -- should the opposing commander catch a break
-- to leave some critical section of the river defense line woefully understrength. In the end, I opted to
play it safe and use my last Anglo-Allied delay unit to both block the advance of the French infantry for a
turn, and to cover the withdrawal of my southernmost units. This Tilly move is certainly not inspired, but
it does allow most of Zeithen's corps to reassemble astride the river, and it also guarantees that at least
one Prussian infantry unit will be able to safely reach N19 before the French can interfere with the PAA
retreat.
Looking ahead, a lot will depend on how much additional combat power Marty decides to send north up
the Corridor. The French force currently operating in the Corridor totals thirty-nine factors (counting the
2-6 in Y13). However, a mixed force of thirteen additional combat factors of infantry and cavalry are in
an excellent position to push north into the Corridor from their current positions near the east-west
primary road. On the other hand, the French commander may hesitate to move these units too far
away from the small French contingent advancing into the Quatre Bras Gap, for fear of a Prussian
counterattack in the center. We will just have to see how this situation resolves itself over the next few
game turns.

Neutral Commentary: I will point out a couple things of interest – at least to me – about Joe’s move.
Brunswick (5-4) advancing from the Brussels road has moved to T42 to help defend the Braine Le
Compte road against a French assault as Marty is positioning to do. Secondly, Henkel (Prussian 4-4) at
V41 is in a nice swing position to help defend the western sector or combine with a Prussian 6-4 and 5-4
for a 15 stack to attack a French incursion north of the forest gaps.

16-1500 French move

Marty: This became a crucial turn in our game. Not only did Joe massively defend the X row of hexes
near Nivelles, but more ominously, he had positioned large BR and PR reinforcements for counterattacks
if I chose to attack. My own attack options against this line were limited to a single 3-1 versus a 6-4 and
a dicey 2-1 against the 7-4 in hex X38. Even if these attacks had been successful, most of the FR units
would have been surrounded in Joe's counterattacks, so I assumed a defensive stance against this line. I
did start to infiltrate the Bors de Mez woods in the east and continued my slow advances in the QB and
Tilly corridors. So why these 2-1s versus hexes V47 and AA27 at this time? After my turn Joe informed
me that my chances of eliminating both units was just 16%. I never calculated that statistical outcome,
but I did look and see that my chances of taking the hex were 70% in each case with only a 10% chance
of an A elim. My logic here was that in taking the hex(s) (my definition of success) would force Joe to

divert PAA forces away from the Nivelles line and lessen the strength of his attacks there. I further
reasoned that even with both exchanges, the loss ratio would still be (slightly!) in my favor. Lastly, like
almost all WATERLOO players I believe that against an expert and impeccable player like Joe, the FR
must take some risks to win the game. Had I rolled two A elims, I probably would have conceded then
and there!

Neutral Commentary: Marty decides to gamble and launches not one but two 2-1 attacks against
doubled positions. He noted at the time that he felt he was going to lose the game if the PAA were
allowed to continue their delay tactics. So, he decided to try something dramatic to alter the game
dynamic and hit the jackpot getting two DEs (a 16% chance) plus the lone soak off unit surviving. There
is no disputing that the gambles paid off here and will make Joe scramble to contain the threats.
Certainly, I have resorted to low odds attacks to retrieve a game I felt I was losing. So, in principle I
understand his decision to roll the dice. But I would not have chosen to take either one of the attacks.
Allow me to offer my views. I believe the French are still very much in the game. Their advance is pretty
much on schedule in all sectors and they have suffered zero losses.
When attacking a doubled defense at 2-1, the attacker will lose on average 1.8 factors for every factor
the defender losses. An AE in either attack would be a major setback and even a 1/2 would hurt. I also
view an exchange as favoring the defender because of the 2-1 exchange ratio with a doubled defense.
Eliminating opponent’s units is of course a plus. But one 6-4 or one 4-4 is not a game changer. On the
other hand, an AE is. Of course, if the positional reward is great enough, then the attack can still be
worthwhile. Since – in my opinion – attrition is not a good enough reason, what about the positional
advantage?
AA27 Attack: If the French are successful, they gain the heights about one tempo earlier than
they otherwise would with a proper force structure available for attacks. What I mean by that is
enough factors to be able to hit Steinmetz at 3-1 whether he is in either AA27 or AA25 on the
next game turn. This of course requires heavies in AA23 so as to be able to hit AA25 from three
hexes. Steinmetz can’t be in both places and the Prussians have insufficient combat strength to
hold the heights and counterattack AA23. So, the Prussians will likely start to fall back on the
1700 turn. Given that, the reward for picking up one tempo seems to me to not be worth the
risk.
V47 attack: The gain here again I think is marginal. The French now can move into the western
side of the Samme river. But the maneuvering space is very limited and their back is to the edge
of the board subject to surrounded attacks. The real value is being able to gain the eastern side
of the Samme river. Marty may prove me wrong, but I think that is going to be difficult. If the
French really value driving the Anglo-Allies from V47, they can achieve this without any risk by
simply moving enough force to be able to achieve a 3-1 on Cooke at V47. One benefit for the
French is that their western foray will draw Anglo-Allied heavies west.
Still, unless Wellington has made a mistake in the far west, I prefer to slug it out to break
through the forest gaps. The French can usually bring enough force to bear such that the PAA
cannot afford the attrition battle for very long.

Having said all that, the end result is a very nice gain for the French – 10 PAA factors eliminated for no
loss and some modest positional gain. In this, case Marty’s gamble has certainly paid off.
One last quibble with the French move … I am not in favor of sending units into the Bors De Mez woods.
They are too easy to contain and have no retreat if attacked.

16-1500 PAA move

Joe: What a difference a turn makes! The French player has bet big on a pair of surrounded 2-1s against
a doubled defender in the far west and another on the Quatre Bras Heights, and has come up a winner
in both of his attacks. Now, Wellington and Blucher will each have to do a considerable amount of
scrambling if they are to restore some semblance of equilibrium to their suddenly wavering front lines.
And with that as a starting point, let us now consider the WATERLOO battle space, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE
The defeat and destruction of Chasse (in V47) has enabled the French commander to finish his 1500
player turn with seventeen cavalry factors astride the westernmost hexes (W46 and V46) of the Samme
River. This situation actually poses several unwelcome problems for Wellington because, not only does
French possession of V46 block the British 17 Jun 0700 reinforcements from entering the map along the
Braine le Comte Road (irksome, but not critical), but if this advanced French force is not successfully
countered by the PAA, then it can either threaten to raid towards the Road to Hal (and by extension the
Brussels Roads farther to the northeast), or it can -- with the help of additional local French combat units
-- exert powerful pressure against the Anglo-Allied defenders garrisoning V44. As things currently stand,
the French player has eight factors (a 6-4 and a 2-6) in Y42, and another five factors of cavalry hovering
about a little farther east at AA38: these units, were they to reinforce the cavalry contingent already
astride the Samme, would be able to attack a single doubled Allied 5-4 (in V44, for instance) at 3-1.
Needless-to-say, a French cavalry raid that is forced to remain west of the Samme River represe nts a
nuisance more than a threat to the Allied position as its range of maneuver would be extremely limited.
The real trouble for Wellington would arise if the French Left Wing was able to breach the Samme
defenses closer to the Braine le Comte Road and, along with the French forces still at Nivelles, then was

able to commence a powerful combined-arms drive towards the east and north. Since this French player
just risked thirty-one factors in a 2-1 attack against the Quatre Bras Heights, it is certainly not beyond
the realm of possibility that he would try the same tactic against Alten.
NIVELLES:
Farther to the east, the British dig in to hold X38 (the gateway to Nivelles) for another turn, while the
Prussians, still on loan from Blucher, launch a limited counterattack in order to shore up Picton's left
flank. In view of the fact that this attack is only at 3-1, expectations of success are not great, but the 40%
chance of eliminating a French 6-4 seems slightly more appealing than a retreat by Picton back to W36
accompanied by the sacrifice of a delay unit in X38. It should probably be noted that, had the Prussians
used all available forces, then they could have attained 4-1 odds versus Bachelu. Unfortunately, events
on the Samme required the dispatch of Perponcher, so Henkel was assigned to over for Perponcher as
protection for the British division's right flank.
Finally, the good news for the beleaguered PAA, such as it is, is that the twelve factors of the Anglo Allied Cavalry Reserve will enter on the Road to Hal next turn, so there is at least a modest amount of
help on the way.
QUATRE BRAS:
The French 2-1 attack versus AA27 that I had been expecting for the last few game turns finally
materialized this turn and, as seems to occur with monotonous regularity in my games of late,
succeeded both in destroying the Prussian defender and in capturing the ridge hex, all without causing
any losses whatsoever to the attacking forces or to their supporting soak-off. Needless-to-say, this
defeat has obliged "Alt Vorvarts," to abandon any thought of attacking the French units in AA23 and,
instead, to begin a staged withdrawal off of the Heights and back towards Genappe. All this, were it not
for Wellington's French problem on the Samme, would be entirely manageable. Of some comfort is the
fact that Pirch II should keep the French on the Heights from gaining too much ground this turn and, it is
especially hoped, from occupying Z27 in strength. On the downside, since the French commander has
yet to sustain a single casualty as a result of his low-odds attacks, I can only assume that he will probably
leap at the opportunity to attack an undoubled Steinmetz at 2-1 (which, at basic odds, is a 50/50
proposition) on his 1700 player turn. Obviously, I would have preferred to have continued shielding
Steinmetz from such a low-odds threats, but unusual circumstances require unusual measures.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
Since the French commander was apparently so sure of the outcome of his assault against AA27 -rightly it turned out -- that he felt confident enough to reinforce his Tilly expedition to fifty factors, I
have discarded any thought of a counterattack and, instead, have organized a withdrawal back towards
the Thil and eastern Genappe Rivers. As you might suspect, I dislike having to expend yet another
Prussian 1-6 delay unit, but French forces are both strong enough and far enough advanced up the
Corridor to warrant continued obstruction of their northern progress. In addition, I think it highly
prudent to. shield the Allied positions on the northern Thil River for at least one more game turn.
Looking forward, the real problem for General Zeithen and his Tilly force -- at least as I see it -- is that,
until Marty suffers a truly painful loss as a direct result of one of his low-odds gambles, he is almost
certainly going to continue to take them. What this means, in a nutshell, is that Q24 is probably going to
be at extreme risk of a French surrounded 2-1 on the 1900 game turn. Obviously, a lot can happen in
two turns, but that is how I currently see things.

16-1700 French move

Marty: Following my hugely successful 2-1s, Joe did move forces toward the BleC road and toward the
QB heights. Plus, it did reduce the ferocity of his attack near Nivelles. Unfortunately for Joe, this 3-1
attack against a FR 6-4 resulted in a DB2. I was able to get a 4-1 versus a PR 6-4 in the same area and
was successful in eliminating it. On the BleC road there appeared to be an opportunity to continue the
FR advance down the western edge of the board. However, there were superior BR forces that could
attack and pin the FR forces against the board edge with no hope of retreat. Consequently, I assumed a
defensive stance in this sector with sufficient forces to counterattack Joe if he engaged. Also a careful
recce of the BR force showed he had 30 factors committed here versus only 23 FR factors. Since I had
already cut the BleC road, I was satisfied to remain in place as this left few BR forces for the defense of
Nivelles. Joe successfully countered the infiltrators through the Bors de Mez woods and skillfully delayed
in front of QB and the Dyle/Thil river junction. My heavy commitment of divisions into the Bors de Mez
woods and onto the QB heights prevented me from getting a 3-1 against the open 8-4 in the QB
corridor. The only opportunity I foresaw was against the 4-4 in hex N19 on the far eastern part of the
board. I knew that unless Joe moved the 6-4 in N21 to support him, the 4-4 would be vulnerable to a 3-1
attack next turn. Moving the 6-4 to support would be taking him in the opposite direction from the very
important Dyle/Thil river junction.

Neutral Commentary: Marty’s good luck continues as both his 4-1s result in DEs while Joe’s attack
last turn misfired.
The French have sent more heavies into the Bors de Mtz. I don’t think this will be effective for the same
reasons mentioned above. Although it requires diversion of Prussian units for defense, I think the French
units could be better utilized supporting the Quatre Bras gap and Tilly Corridor drives.
Note that the French cavalry has wisely not advanced across the Samme river.

16-1700 PAA move

Joe: Well, things didn't turn out as well for the PAA as I might have hoped at Nivelles, but then again, I
pretty much knew what to expect the minute I missed with my 3-1 versus Bachelu. Now things are going
to get a bit tricky for the Allies as reinforcements -- excluding, of course, the British Cavalry Reserve -are a long way off. I will say that I am pleased that Marty seems to have been heartened by is low -odds
successes and has, at least for the moment, dialed back his taste for risky attacks. If the French player
continues in this vein, things will get a lot more predictable; unfortunately, this also means that, so long
as the French player eschews further low-odds attacks, the prospect of the PAA making "cheap" inroads
into French combat strength also goes way down, at least for the time being. Now, having gotten the
preliminaries out of the way, let us turn our attention to the game map, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE:
Marty has wisely decided not to advance into the narrow (and dangerous) confines of the Samme
Corridor. Instead, he has positioned a single 2-6 on V46 with the mission of blocking the entrance of the
17 Jun 0700 Anglo-Allied reinforcements. It goes without saying that this lone French cavalry unit can be
attacked by local Anglo-Allied forces; regrettably, such an attack -- given that the French have about
thirty factors in the neighborhood -- would also almost certainly lead to an attrition battle that
Wellington can ill afford at this stage in the game. Moreover, while the British could block this western
corridor with a 3-1 proof stack instead of with the 2-4, such a powerful deployment would actually
represent a gratuitous waste of the "Iron Duke's" limited resources. If the French playe r advances to
attack Williamson, then a surrounded counterattack might well be worthwhile; in the meantime, the
French commander must maintain a powerful force astride the westernmost branch of the Samme River
(and thus well away from Nivelles), if he is to guarantee the survival of his block on V46.
A brief note regarding the British 17 Jun 0700 reinforcements: while it is certainly a benefit to the
French if they can divert these units to the Road to Hal entry hex, it should also be remembered that this
diversion does not permanently destroy these units. but only delays their arrival at the Nivelles battle
area by a couple of game turns. This is why, as the French player, I usually seek a toe-to-toe slugging
match with the PAA for control of the Nivelles forest lanes. Such a battle, if the PAA player is

determined, will almost always be bloody, but, because of the PAA "non-cooperation" rule, the French
Left Wing should ultimately prevail and, in the process, inflict serious losses on the Allies.
NIVELLES:
The fight for the forest corridors is now over. Had things turned out differently on the Samme, then the
British forces necessary to continue the fight might have been available, but they didn't, so those units
are, at least temporarily, committed farther west. Interestingly, because so much of this sector's French
cavalry is protecting their lodgment on the Samme, the French forces directly facing Nivelles are too
awkwardly positioned to allow a 3-1 against the doubled 5-4 at W36 on the next game turn. This happy
fact allows the Allies to garrison the crest hex with the Prussian II Corps Foot Arty (a 5-4) and, at the
same time, to also position Picton in W38 as flank protection for the 1-4 blocking the western forest gap.
This move is not without significant risks: by way of example, a 1-2 or 1-1 versus Picton is not out of the
question, and a combined 2-1 versus the 5-4 (a 70% chance of a French advance), followed by a
surrounded 1-2 against Picton ( a 20% chance of a DB2) would give the French player only a 14% greater
chance of eliminating Picton than if the 7-4 had simply been attacked at 1-1 head-on, without the
preparatory 2-1 versus W36. The hard reality, for the French player, is that a 14% chance of success,
also means that there would also be a 86% chance that some part of such an elaborate and risky plan
would misfire; and if the French player were very unlucky, then he could see a major portion of his
Nivelles force eliminated as a result of a single pair of high risk/low reward battles. I n any case, the
French player will always be able to obtain 1-2, 1-1, or 2-1 odds somewhere on the map, so it is my view
that the PAA player might as well play for position, and W38 is worth holding for a game turn, if at all
possible.
QUATRE BRAS:
The premature fall of the Heights makes delay of the French advance towards the Nivelles-Genappe
Line, the name of the game for the Allies: the longer that L'Armee du Nord can be kept away from the
Genappe River, the better it will be for the PAA. Since Marty is an experienced French commander he
knows what the Allies want to accomplish; hence he wants to both push north as rapidly as possible,
and also drive the Allies away from the east-west primary road so that he can unite his Nivelles and
Quatre Bras forces as quickly as he can. To that end, he has already begun to make preparatory moves
to threaten any Allied units that might come to be deployed to cover the southern flank of a PAA
defender in W31. In addition, he has also made preparations to push north off of the heights, and once
this has been accomplished and the Quatre Bras front lengthens, it will become increasingly difficult for
the PAA to continue to economically contain the French advance south of the Genappe River. And this
brings us to the second "big" Allied gamble of the game turn: the deployment of Steinmetz in X25. It
turns out that, because the French forces on the Heights and those in the Quatre Bras Gap have not yet
been able to link up, Steinmetz cannot currently be attacked at 3-1. This is important because the PAA
commander would very much like to keep the French out of Y25 and X24 for another game turn. The
Allied risk, of course, is obvious: Steinmetz, by occupying X25, exposes himself to anything from French
1-2 to a 2-1 attack. All that the PAA player can really hope is that, having racked up a fairly respectable
tally of Allied to French casualties, the French player will either be a little chary of taking low -odds risks
when everything seems to be going so well, or that he will be unlucky if he does gamble.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
The French player has deployed twenty-one factors along the southern Thil River in what is obviously an
attempt to winkle the Prussians away from this long defensive line. Unfortunately for Napoleon, by
diverting so much of his combat strength to this rather static section of the front, he has reduced the
real striking power of his force in the Corridor proper. Given the mix of French units at the northern end

of the Corridor, and especially the powerful cavalry stack in P18, I am hopeful that the French Right
Wing will direct its efforts towards breaking the eastern Genappe River, and will not deploy in strength
in and around P23. But, of course, that will largely be determined by whether Marty plans to stage a
strong drive north towards Wavre, or whether he is more inclined to try to break the Prussian position
on the Thil, and to then chase Zeithen's troops back to the Genappe Line.

16-1900 French move:

Marty: At this time in the game I felt pretty good about my position. I continued to block the BleC road
and Joe's 7AM reinforcements. Additionally, the 35 FR factors here were arrayed against 30 BR factors
which left only a small number to help in the center defense. On the other flank, Joe had built a strong
defense of the Thil and Dyle rivers employing 38 PR factors facing 58 of my FR factors.
I had sufficient forces to continue my advance toward Wavre which would lengthen Joe's river defense
while I could continue to force crossing the Thil river and envelop the center defense. Joe's unfortunate
4-4 (Luck!) in the east was soon to see his time run out. Joe lacked a sufficient number of large infantry
divisions to adequately defend this long river defense for long nor enough forces to mount a significant
counterattack without leaving weak defenses nearby. The situation in the center seemed even better
with 100 FR factors facing 48 PAA factors. Moreover, my Nivelles and QB forces were on the verge of
linking up and could use this superiority to attack both doubled and non-doubled hexes. The FR strategy
of spreading out the PAA defense line and making counterattacks difficult seemed to be working. I
assumed that Joe would not want to continue to expend multiple delay units in the center and withdraw
there. Lastly, since the loss ratio stood at 2 FR against 34 PAA factors, I felt I could afford to risk two of
my 4-4s in 1-2 attacks in the hopes of snagging an 8-4 or 7-4. My thought was that even if I was
successful in only one attack, then the factor advantage would still grow in my favor. Unfortunately for
me, both of these attacks were A elims so this was the first turn where the loss ratio was in Joe's favor.

Neutral Commentary: The French lose two units taking 1-2s soak offs vs PAA heavies. I am in
agreement with this move despite the results. The French need to advance at Nivelles and the gap
regardless of whether it requires a soak off unit or not. And given that soak offs are required, they might
as well be 4-4s hoping for an exchange. A 2-6 at 1-4 yields an AE 50% of the time; A 4-4 yields an AE 30%
of the time but with a 20% chance of getting the exchange.

16-1900 PAA move

Joe: All things considered, I think that it is safe to say that both Wellington and Blucher are relieved to
see the end of the first day of the battle for Belgium. The problem is that things are probably going to
get worse for the Allies before they get better. That said, I guess that it is time for me to put on my "big
boy pants." and simply soldier on, taking the game one turn at a time.
Now, it is time for our customary tour of the battle area, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE:
The French continue to maintain a powerful presence on this front and, in fact, have shifted yet more
rifle strength away from Nivelles in order to be able to muster exactly forty-two factors against V44.
[Note that posting cavalry on the Nivelles Road -- where it can be rushed west to attack V44 in one move
-- is an old French trick that PAA players are cautioned to always be alert for.] The "Iron Duke" responds
by: a) shifting Perponcher into T47 where he is temporarily 3-1 proof; b) moving Alten into V44; and c)
transferring Brunswick to support Alten's left flank at V43. Obviously, the French commander can, on
his next turn, bring over an additional soak-off unit, but that will only prolong this "dance," not end it. In
any case, it will be interesting to see if the French commander persists with his operations against Braine
Le Comte once the 17 Jun 0700 Anglo-Allied reinforcements finally enter the game on the Road to Hal. I
know what I would do, but, in Marty's case, I really haven't a clue as to his future plans for this sector.
NIVELLES:
Sometimes, the PAA actually win one. The risky deployment of Picton last turn has paid off as the
French player attacked the British 7-4 at 1-2 only to roll an A Elim. As good news for the Allies goes, it's

not much, but it is certainly better than the previous battlefield tidings that Wellington has received.
Needless-to-say, after his narrow escape, Picton has retired behind the river and, thanks to the flank
support of a Prussian 6-4 in T38, is able to shift slightly west so as to be ready to move to the Prince of
Orange's troops, should the need arise.
One particularly curious result of all this dancing about on the part of the French left Wing, as regards
the Braine le Comte sector, is that the forces remaining behind at Nivelles now number only thirty-five
factors; and that is not even sufficient for a 3-1 against a doubled 6-4, with or without the requirement
of a soak-off. Anything is possible, but I have to assume that the French player will notice this problem
and rectify fairly quickly.
QUATRE BRAS:
Just like at Nivelles, the Allies catch a break at Quatre Bras when a French 4-4 attacks Steinmetz at 1-2
and rolls an A Elim. As noted previously, some type of attack versus Steinmetz se emed almost certain,
so a PAA success, even a small one is very welcome as the first day ends. Regrettably, Steinmetz's
survival has done little to change the dynamic of French operations on this front. Indeed, the center
contingent of L'Armee du Nord continues to push forward in the center and the Quatre Bras bottleneck
will soon be pried open by both direct offensive action and by indirect pressure against the NivellesQuatre Bras Road. Once W31 falls and the east-west primary road is cleared of Allied forces, then the
Nivelles and Quatre Bras contingents of Napoleon's army will be able to reunite, and offensive
opportunities for the French will improve markedly.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
General Zeithen, given events elsewhere on the Belgian front, has held the powerful French Right Wing
back about as long as could reasonably be expected. And although a French expedition will gain
additional maneuvering room when it crosses the eastern Genappe River next turn, the Prussian
commander still has reason to be thankful that events in his sector have unfolded the way that they
have. One bit of ongoing good news has been the stubborn commitment of three French divisions to
the task of trying to winkle the Prussians away the southern Thil defense line. Currently, th ese
Frenchmen are being stalled by two battalions of Prussian Hrs. Arty, and though these artillery units are
comparatively weak, they are doubled on defense and -- at least for the time being -- 3-1 proof. The
second source of comfort to general Zeithen is that, although the French forces that have been ordered
to cross the eastern Genappe River and strike out towards Wavre will be able to do so on the next turn,
this French expedition's success is far from guaranteNeutral Commentary: in point of fact, while a
strong enemy raiding party cannot be completely stopped by the Allied forces currently available, it can
be slowed down; and that is often enough. [Note that Luck who started his turn in N19 has retreated
north, but only as far as L19. In this hex, the Prussian 4-4 can only be attacked from one hex, and hence,
at 3-1. This means that, if the French commander decides to risk an attack against Luck with his cavalry,
he will do so as a 40/60 underdog.] Finally, the enemy commander's focus on the Wavre Road, of
necessity, means that he has little left over (only two 6-4s and one 5-4, at present) with which to contest
the key hexes Q23, P23 and O24 which straddle the Thil River near its junction with the Dyle. If this
force is not augmented, then it is likely that the French player will not make a major effort, anytime
soon, to drive the 6-4 in Q24 out of this important hex. All things considered, I think that it is safe to say
that both Wellington and Blucher are relieved to see the end of the first day of the battle for Belgium.
The problem is that things are probably going to get worse for the Allies before they get better. That
said, I guess that it is time for me to put on my "big boy pants." and simply soldier on, taking the game
one turn at a time.

17-0700 French move:

Marty: My small sense of optimism immediately evaporated based on Joe's masterful moves on turns
7, 8, and 9. I think these turns conclusively demonstrate why he is the number one ranked player in the
world. Not only was there no withdrawal in the center, but he also completed stopped any FR advances
along the entire width of the board while maintaining solid defenses in the west and the Thil river! My
only consolation was that he lost 4 factors in delay units and that the BleC road reinforcements entered
far from the fight on the road to Hal. To add to my unease, the good 'ol Luck division in the east took
the more valuable Imperial Guard horse artillery in exchange. Lastly some may wonder why I moved a 54 into hex Y33 where he could be vulnerable to a surrounded attack. Well my reasoning was that while
Joe could get a 3-1 attack, he would need to use additional delay units to cover his attacking units. Also,
since I was anticipating Joe's withdraw, this particular 5-4 would be closer to the center battle by one
turn. This was the second consecutive turn where my losses exceeded Joe's.

Neutral Commentary: Having secured the central plains south of Nivelles, Marty positions 22 factors
in X42 and W41. When combined with 23 factors astride or near the Samme river, it constitutes a threat
to overwhelm the Anglo-Allied defenders on the other side of the river. A breakout on the eastern side
of the Samme river is a dangerous threat to the whole PAA Nivelles defense.
I note that the Alix infantry division at Y33 and three 5-4s at Z28 have no retreat if Joe can scrape up
enough units for an attack.

17-0700 PAA move:

Joe: The Braine le Comte reinforcements enter on the Road to Hal and begin their long march south
towards the "sound of the guns." Other than their entrance and the arrival (finally) of the much-needed
units of the British Cavalry Reserve, things continue much as they have for the last couple of game turns.
S, with that said, let us take another tour of the Belgium battle area, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE:
The French player continues to cling to his lodgment on the southern end of the Samme but, apparently
exasperated with the stubbornness of the local British blockers, has reinforced V46 to fifteen factors.
The idea, apparently, is to permit the French units straddling the Samme River to raid into the western
corridor and attack Perponcher at 3-1 should he remain in place on the river. Of course, he does not, so
the "dance of the river hexes" continues.
NIVELLES:
I have to take my hat off to Marty for what is actually a rather clever move at Nivelles. The French
commander has positioned stacks in "threatening" positions at X42 and W41 with, I can only assume,
the goal of drawing my attention towards V43 and away from T39. It turns out that my opponent -clever sod that he is -- has deployed just enough combat factors (forty-two, to be precise) to allow a
French 3-1 (next turn) from three hexes against a doubled Picton at T39. As it turns out, however, I
never had any intention of exposing T39 to a three-hex attack or T36 to any attack at all, this early in the
day. My Allied riposte does expose Steinmetz, yet again, to a low-odds French attack; however, my
opponent has no surviving 4-4s at Nivelles, and Steinmetz -- unlike a single 6-4 -- cannot be attacked
from one hex at odds better than 1-1, and any attack that Marty could mount, whether a 1-2 or a 1-1,
would entail risking more valuable units that his obviously "despised" 4-4s. The other nice feature of the

Prussian 8-4's current position is that he could, if necessary, shift to T39 thereby rendering it 3-1 proof
from a three hex French attack.
THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
If a player is unwilling to risk the 30% chance of an exchange in a 3-1 surrounded attack against an
undoubled enemy unit, then I suspect that this is probably not the hobby for them. In the case of the
Allied attack against Alix, costly though it might be, the benefits of making this attack far outstrip any
possible liabilities. To illustrate this point, consider the following: on the downside: this attack requires
the Allied player to use three, instead of two delay units on this game turn (one of which is a precious
Prussian 1-6) and it also risks the only Prussian 5-4 should an exchange be rolled. On the plus side: a)
the elimination of Alix clears the northern flank of W31, unless the French player is prepared to advance
units from Z28 into Z29; b) it sends a psychological message to the French player as to the riskiness of
advancing his units too deeply into forest zones; and c) the "extra" delay unit at X29 both shields W31
from attack, and also severely curtails French mobility in the center. More to the point, by protecting
the W31 position for an extra game turn, the PAA postpones the turn on which the French contingents
at Nivelles and in the center can link-up, and begin to threaten the "T" hex row between T36 and T32.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR:
Last turn saw a "mixed bag" of results for the French commander in this section of the front. Th e good
news for Napoleon is that his forces finally pushed across the eastern Genappe in strength, thereby
threatening the northern Dyle River crossings; in addition, the French Right Wing was also finally able to
pry the Prussian defenders away from the Thil defense line. Of the two outcomes, the breaching of the
Thil is by far the more important and will begin to create defensive problems for Blucher's defense of
the Genappe Line almost immediately. The one spot of bad news for the French commander is th at the
Imp. Gd. Hrs. Arty went down in an exchange against Luck. This means that any French cavalry dash
towards Wavre will, of necessity, be significantly weaker than otherwise, and hence, will be much easier
for the Prussians to contain.

Neutral Commentary: The Dyle river sector would be making me nervous as the PAA at this point.
Joe notes that the Imp Gd Horse Art loss weakens the French threat. That is helpful but there is a lot of
river front to defend against five mounted units plus a couple infantry. The defense of this area is a bit
tricky – at least for me.

17-0900 French move

Marty: From my perspective, this turn was the low point of the game for my morale. The Nivelles and
QB forces were still stymied from uniting, there was a solid defense of the center, Joe had received
additional delay units, and the BleC road defense was impenetrable without the re-positioning of major
FR forces from the center. My only bright spot was in the east where Joe had to give up the Thil river
defense, the way was open to Wavre, and Joe had inadequate forces to defend the Dyle river. The loss
ratio stood at 19 FR versus 48 PAA factors.

17-0900 PAA move

Joe: The next game turn could well be the most critical of Marty's and my tournament match. That is
because I am making "big" bets in two sectors in the hopes that I can squeeze a little positional
advantage out for one more game turn. In essence, I'm hoping that Marty thinks that his position is
good enough that he doesn't have to take any unnecessary exchange or low-odds risks. On the other
hand, if my opponent is in the mood to gamble, then all I can do is cross my fingers and hope for the
best. That said, let us consider a few particulars ...
By far, the riskiest of my bets is on W31. If Marty decides to take the 1-2/3-1 combination against the
hill, then he could -- if he gets very lucky (a 40% chance) -- succeed in trapping Kraft and, in the case of a
lucky DB2, the II Corps Foot Arty, as well. The downside for the French player, which should not be
discounted, is that if Marty gets very unlucky, then he could end up losing thirteen factors (almost 25%
of the local French combat strength) in exchange for the destruction of a single Prussian 4-4. This
possibility might be enough to discourage my opponent from making this pair of attacks, but it also
might not be. And believe me, I agonized over this move and its risks for quite a while, debating whether
to move Picton back to T39, Steinmetz to W31, and Henkel and the II Corps Foot Arty to hold T36
shoulder to shoulder. The problem with the "safer" alternative is that, should Marty take the 3-1 versus
T39, then there is very little I can do to stop him on the river line, and a premature fallback towards
Mont. St.-Jean, virtually guarantees a PAA defeat. So, in this case, I'm left hoping that the cautiousness
that my opponent showed earlier at Nivelles will manifest itself again on this turn. If not, then all I can
do is bank on my 60/40 edge and hope for the best.

The second of my risky bets is at J27. In the case of the Dyle River line, there just aren't any really good
options. Abandoning J27 by standing back from the river beyond attack range doesn't work because,
not only can Marty then gain a lodgment on the river without a fight, but he also doesn't have to worry
about the pros and cons of diverting part of the French cavalry raiders pushing towards Wavre back to
help with the attack. Deploying a 6-4 to J27 and putting the 2-4 and the 2-6 in O26, which I considered
briefly, doesn't really help at all, on the contrary, it simply insures that instead of having problems on
one end of the Dyle defense line, I would now have problems on both ends.
In any case, we will soon know just how daring and/or lucky one of the two of us is.

17-1100 French move:

Marty: I realized at the beginning of this turn that Joe would have a very difficult time preventing the
unification of my Nivelles and QB forces. Furthermore, I believed that Joe faced a dilemma in the east in
that the PR forces in the vicinity of hex O26 had to either retire toward the LaLasne river or toward
Genappe. If they went toward the LaLasne river, then the Genappe river defense would be
compromised and they may be units in the open that could be attacked. If they went toward Genappe,
then the remaining forces in the east would be at risk and the LaLasne river would be lightly defended.
My low odds (1-2) attack against hilltop hex W31 was an attempt to trap the 6-4 in Y31 as I would have
occupied the hex after my 3-1 against the 4-4. However, all Joe's units escaped though my 1-2 attacking
unit did survive. It should be noted that across the entire width of the board the only concentration of
PAA forces available to attack was in hex T43. I lost 4 factors this turn and Joe lost 6 so the losses ratio
stood at 23 FR vs. 54 PAA.

Neutral Commentary: Marty continues to attack including doubled targets – a choice I agree with
even with the potential for doubled exchanges and soak off losses.

17-1100 PAA move

Joe: "Well, this is another fine mess you've gotten us into, Stan." [From Laurel & Hardy for some of the
younger readers - Ed]
I suppose that I should be relieved that Marty's attacks versus W31 both failed. As I indicated
previously, I hoped that he wouldn't risk the attacks (there was about a 50% chance of either an
exchange against Henkel or an A Elim versus the II Corps Foot Arty), on the other hand a 50/40 edge is
"pretty thin gruel," even for me. And, of course, there is now a "Grouchy problem" in the far east that
was eminently preventable. In the end, I have no choice but to blame myself for trying to hold the Dyle
Line on the cheap, encouraged, as I was, by the destruction of the Imp. Gd. Hrs. Arty. In retrospect, I
should have assigned either another infantry unit, or my last two Prussian Hrs. Arty Battalions to bolster
what I knew was a brittle defense. Ah well, live and learn.
The good news, such as it is, is that the Brain le Comte reinforcements are at long last nearing the
battlefield, and the fresh Anglo-Allied 1300 contingent will enter the map on the coming turn. The bad
news is that the Allies still have to endure four more of the "dead zone" game turns; and that is always a
treat.

Now, for our regular tour of the battle area, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE:
This little "cat and mouse" game is just about at an end. As you can plainly see, all of the British "four
movement factor" units, excepting only Perponcher (a 6-4), have moved within range of the NivellesMont. St.-Jean primary road. Given Marty's previous moves, I assume that he will press forward in this
sector in hopes of setting up an effective cavalry pursuit, should the British begin a retreat. However,
whether Wellington's forces will actually commence a retreat north next turn is still not certain. A lot
will depend on the French commander's appetite for combat against doubled targets farther east.
NIVELLES:
Steinmetz and Picton finally exchange places on this turn, and that means -- for the very first time in this
game -- that T39 will now actually be vulnerable to a French 3-1 attack. Interestingly, T39 could have
been protected for one more game turn by leaving Steinmetz in T39 and by supporting Picton's left flank
with Brunswick, and his right flank with Kraft (in T35). The problem with this little stratagem was that
the delay unit would have then had to go to V33, and that change would have exposed the longsuffering II Corps Foot Arty and Henkel (in T32) to a French attack from three hexes instead of only two.
In any case, I am hoping that, with the "T" row soon to be exposed to French attacks, Marty will decide
that the "opportunity cost" associated with attacking doubled Allied 7-4s is simply too high to pay. Of
course, I could be wrong; but, one way or the other, we will know soon enough.
THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
Given the paucity of available Prussian units, it will come as no surprise that both T32 and S31 will be
exposed to French 3-1 attacks next turn. There's really nothing to be done about it, so I will simply cross
my fingers and hope for the best. The one modest bright spot in this part of the battle space is that,
because the French commander neglected to accompany his infantry on R25 and Q25 with any cavalry
units, A single Prussian 6-4 in Q29 can indirectly protect Pirch II's left flank from attack for a turn. In
addition, the Prussian blocker on Q29 also saves Q31 for possible use by the PAA player as a delay
position next turn, if such a sacrifice seems worthwhile.
Finally, notice that Langen -- in reaction to the Allied reversals on the Dyle River -- is marching north. On
the Allied 1300 game turn, this division will be able to move to J34 so as to be in a position to support
the units retreating from the Dyle back towards the La Lasne River, always assuming, of course, that any
of these units survive to reach this northern river's crossings.
THE TILLY CORRIDOR/WAVRE:
The French commander, as I feared he would, attacked the doubled 2-4 and 2-6 on J27 (at 1-2/4-1) and
the doubled 2-6 on D28 (at 3-1). In the case of J27, his soak-off escaped with an AB2 while his other
units eliminated the 2-6 with a D Elim; in the case of the French attack on D28, he was not so lucky: on
this attack he rolled an exchange, which removed the defending Prussian 2-6 and two French 2-6s,
which (thankfully) reduced his Wavre cavalry force to three 3-6s.
Obviously, with new French lodgments on the Dyle at two different locations, Allied options were
limited. That said, let us consider the possible Allied responses to each French bridgehead, in turn.
For starters, an Allied counterattack to hold J27 for a game turn was certainly possible; however,
because of the presence of a single French 5-4 in both O24 and K26, protecting the Allied attackers in

J27 would have been problematical. Moreover, such a counterattack, while absolutely guaranteeing the
loss of at least one more precious PAA soak-off unit, would have offered no comparable guarantee that
the target French 2-6 would also be eliminated. Under these circumstances, it seemed prudent to fall
back and link up with the small group of Allied units marching north from the Genappe -Dyle bend. Local
French forces total twenty-five factors, of which twenty-three are already astride the river. This means
that the French can attack one of the exposed Prussian 6-4s at 3-1 (a temporary 60/40 edge for the PAA
player). In addition, the Prussian "heavies have been deployed so that the only way for the French
player to avoid a soak-off is to attack Stulpnagel from J27 and K27 (hexes, it should be noted, with their
backs to a river). The III Corps Foot Arty has been deployed in H28 to prevent easy communication
between the two French Dyle contingents. Needless to say, al though this unit is doubled, it could also
be attacked, but the only way for the French commander to improve the odds of such an attack above 31, would be to call on some or all of the French cavalry in the Wavre area, and this seems unlikely.
Looking farther north to Wavre, the PAA situation, although different, is no less challenging than the one
facing Zeithen's troops near J27. In the case of Wavre, the Allies have only two units available with
which to conduct a defense: a 2-6 and a 4-4. The III Corps Hrs. Arty (the 2-6) has been deployed so as to
block -- at least for a turn -- French progress towards the Rosiers river crossing; the idea here is to buy
time for the Prussian I Corps Hrs. Arty to take up a doubled defensive position in A34. The 4-4 has been
deployed to both prevent any link-up between the still separated French contingents, and also to
prevent the 2-6 blocker from being surrounded by the local French cavalry. Since the local French
cavalry force of three 3-6s only totals nine factors, it cannot attack the 2-6 blocker at better than 4-1
odds. And this is important because a 4-1 attack versus a unit that can retreat is a "coin-toss," which is
to say: the French attackers will have a 50% chance of rolling a D Elim, a 20% chance of rolli ng an
exchange, and a 30% chance of rolling a DB2. All things considered, not bad odds for the PAA, under the
circumstances.

Neutral Commentary: Note that there are no Prussian lights in the Genappe part of the battlefield.
This and the Prussian weakness albeit in good defensive terrain offers opportunities for French attacks.
As the French, I would certainly attack – probably the Prussian 4-4/5-4 pair again this time at T32 – 4-1
vs 4-4 and 1-5 vs 5-4/Pirch II. Because of the risk of attack losses and a PAA counterattack, I would rightshift French forces all along the line from the Braine le Compte area (except for a few cavalry units)
where a breakout seems quite unlikely to me. I think the French should welcome a fight in the center if
the PAA is so inclined.

17-1300 French

Marty: During Joe's turn 10, he had weakened his BleC road defense and reinforced the BR forces at
Nivelles. The formidable PR 7-4 was anchoring the defense of Genappe but there were no PR reserves to
launch any counterattacks and if they did then the flanks of the counterattack area would be weak or
would have several delay units to pick-up. The east finally had some maneuver room and I had the rare
opportunity to attack a 6-4 in the open. I also reasoned that were I to break the Genappe river defense,
then this would compel Joe to abandon his central board defense line. So in anticipation of this, I
reinforced the FR forces in the BleC road sector and near Genappe in case Joe did counterattack there.
The attack against the doubled 7-4 was one of the more critical attacks in our game and had I rolled
exchanges in all three attacks and lost the soak-off (a 5-4), then the loss ratio would have been 29 FR for
16 PAA. This result would probably have spurred Joe to counterattack significantly narrowing the loss
ratio. While I was very successful near Genappe in eliminating Pirch II and surviving the 1-4 soak-off,
both defenders in the east escaped to fight on. The loss ratio at the end of turn 11 stood at 23 FR vs. 62
PAA.

Neutral Commentary: Marty does attack in the center against Pirch II. His good luck continues as he
gets a DE and AB in the 1-4 soak off. Joe’s luck is better in the east where both attacks result in DB.

17-1300 PAA

Joe: Well, it would have been nice to hang on to the Nivelle-Genappe Line for one more game turn or,
barring that, at least to cause Marty a little pain before commencing the retreat back to Mont. St.-Jean.
On the other hand, while the destruction of Pirch II (with no compensation, at all) is painful, at least the
French player didn't roll a "sweep" with D Elims from one edge of the game map to the other: that
really would have been depressing! The modest amount of good news is that the Allies exactly replace
this turn's losses. as the first contingent of Hill's Corps (eight factors) enter the map on the Road to Hal
Now, as is our custom, let us look at the Belgian battle area, sector by sector.
BRAINE LE COMTE:
This episode, at last, is pretty much over. Perponcher, of course was both too far west and too far
forward to attempt a link-up with the main body of Wellington's army; however, because the French
commander had comingled infantry with cavalry in V46, Perponcher will be able to retreat north along
the Samme River and hopefully escape to join Hil's IIIrd Corps later in the afternoon. Cav. Batts. and
Estroff retreat pretty much due north; unfortunately, the French will be able, if they are so inclined, to
attack Estroff at 4-1 (or Cav. Batts at 2-1), but at least these "pure cavalry" attacks will require a soak-off.
NIVELLES:
Since the preparations for a withdrawal of Wellington's army had already been made during the
previous game turn, this retrograde operation pretty much went off as planned. Note that, although a
delay unit was available (Sympher), none was used because, except for the Anglo-Allied cavalry, none of
the retreating British infantry -- thanks to the awkward placement of the bulk of Ney's cavalry -- can be
attacked at 3-1 next turn. Marty can come close in the case of Picton, but because the French infantry

can only reach P39, any French attack would require two soak-offs (for a total of twenty-five factors),
and I only see twenty-three factors within range of the battle.
As a final observation regarding both the Braine le Comte and Nivelles sectors: the French player's
constant maneuvering of his forces in these two sectors, in his efforts to "winkle" the British away from
the river line, has left a substantial part of his infantry away from the primary road and hence,
awkwardly placed to conduct the initial phase of his pursuit of the retreating Anglo-Allies.
THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
The situation in the Genappe area, unlike that at Nivelles, required a sacrifice in order to cover the
withdrawal of what remains of Blucher's force in the center. Looking ahead, it would be nice to have a
couple of additional Prussian divisions to work with but, given the continuing threat of Grouchy's forces
in the east, these few units will have to do.
THE TILLY/WAVRE SECTOR:
The Prussians continue their withdrawal seeking the relative safety of the La Lasne River to the north.
However, it need not have been so. In point of fact, this sector -- at least for the last few game turns -has continued to be the most interesting of the four, simply be cause of the tactical challenges it has
generated of late. As can be seen, the French cavalry abandoned their pursuit of the III Corps Hrs. Arty
(which will now escape to Rosiers) in order to attack the III Corps Foot Arty at H28. This attack and
advance, along with the attack against Stulpnagel, have -- because they both retreated their targets -actually created a couple of very tempting Prussian counterattack opportunities. To that end, consider
the following (What If?) scenarios.
Counterattack A & B: Ponsonby deploys to M27 in order to close off the French units' southern retreat
route; then Stulpnagel, Borcke and the III Corps Foot Arty move to J28.
1. Stulpnagel vs. Simmer & Teste @ 1-2 (Surrounded). This attack yields a 20% chance of a DB2-D
Elim and a 20% chance of an Exchange which would destroy all.
2. Borke & III Corps Foot Arty vs Morand & III Cav. Hrs,Arty @ 1-1 (Surrounded). This attack yields
a 10% chance of a DB2-D ELim, a 20% chance of a D Elim, and a 20% chance of an Exchange.
3. Alternatively, of course, you could change this attack, using Stulpnagel, the III Corps Foot Arty,
and the II Corps Hrs. Arty, to a single "big" 1-2 (Surrounded). This attack would yield a 20%
chance of a DB2-D Elim and a 20% chance of an even Exchange of combat factors.
Counterattack C: The III Corps Hrs. Arty deploys to E29 in order to close off the French player's northern
retreat route, then Kampfen and I Corps Hrs. Arty both move to H29.
1. Kampfen vs Lefol & Guyot @ 1-2 (Surrounded). This attack yields a 20% chance of a DB2-D Elim
and a 20% chance of an Exchnge (which would remove Lefol and Kampfen).
2. I Corps Hrs. Arty vs II Cav. Hrs. Arty @ 1-1 (Surrounded). This attack would produce a 10%
chance of a DB2-D Elim; a 20% chance of a D Elim; and a 20% chance of an Exchange which
would eliminate all.
Certainly, these attacks would be risky, but at least they offer the Allied player to strike back at the
advancing French using a minimum of combat power. [Moreover, I confess that it occurre d to me that, if
they misfired, then I wouldn't have to compose any more turn-by-turn game commentary.] So, in view
of all that, why didn't I gamble on some or all of these attacks, and hope -- like Marty did earlier in our
game -- to "pull a rabbit out of my hat?" The answer, quite simply, is that, grim as the Allied battlefield
situation is at present, I am not yet willing to bet the game on what is, for all intents and purposes, a

20% chance of success. My view on this issue, needless-to-say, could always change; but, for the time
being, I have decided to continue to play for time, while I ardently hope that my luck, as the Allied
commander, changes as the game wears on. And besides, I would like to play long enough to bring in
the balance of the PAA reinforcements.

Neutral Commentary: As Joe noted above, an early fall back to the Mt St Jean area is very bad for the
PAA and this is several turns earlier than preferred. My goal as the PAA is to hold onto the central hill
tops/Genappe area until the morning of the 18th. I rate the French as heavy favorites in the game at this
point. I can’t speak for Joe, but if I were the PAA my probability of winning the game is very low.
As I noted when, Marty took his two 2-1 attacks on the 3pm turn of the 16th, I will take low odds attacks
if I think they offer a better chance to win than not taking them. There are two areas that offer
worthwhile opportunities to right the ship. One is at the Dyle river which Joe discusses above. But I think
there is a better option – at Genappe. There are three 5-4s at T31 and two 6-4s at S31 with their backs
to the river. I would hit both at 1-1 and hold position at Nivelles and the center. (I don’t see a way to hit
only one stack at 1-1 and hold position.) This offers a 16% chance of eliminating 27 combat factors with
no losses. And if successful, I think the PAA is right back in the game. Admittedly these are ugly odds but
I think it is the best option. Of course, it is game over if the attacks fail.
Withdrawal as Joe has done would just be a slow and more certain death if I were playing the PAA. Joe’s
ideas of low odds attacks in the east wouldn’t be a big enough game changer in my view. And of course ,
they too would be game over if not successful. Joe is the best I’ve seen at positioning a defense and he
may prove me wrong. We will see how it plays out.

17-1500 French

Marty: I was correct in my assumption that Joe began his withdrawal toward Mont St. Jean (MSJ) after
my success at Genappe. In the east, Joe did a masterful job in getting his PR units back to the LaLasne
river losing a single 1 factor delay unit. Also, he covered his entire retreat with a single 1 factor delay

unit which was most impressive. The only move I found strange, was the retirement of the 6-4 in the far
west toward the road to Hal. I believe that this was to prevent that unit from being attacked in the open
and to save a now valuable 1-6 cavalry unit for future use.

17-1500 PAA

Joe: Regarding the game: Where to begin? Marty continues to methodically advance on all fronts; and
what's to stop him, except PAA delay units, after all? It goes without saying that his early successes, both
at Braine le Comte and at Quatre Bras, put him in an excellent position -- assuming that he didn't do
anything foolish -- to win. However, the dearth of French casualties, and my own mistakes on the Dyle
really put him ahead. And now, after the destruction of Pirch II and the premature fall of the Nivelles Genappe Line, the game is certainly his to lose. Looking ahead, my only goal is now to hold onto as much
terrain as possible, for as long as possible, and with as little cost in Allied combat power as I can manage.
That said, I may well come to rue my decision last turn not to take the low-odds gamble against
Grouchy's forces in the east. On the other hand, since I placed my prospects for a truly successful
outcome from that set of attacks at about 12%, and the chances for an unmitigated Allied disaster at
about 50%, declining to attack seemed the right choice at the time.
And now, as is our regular custom, let us tour the battle area, one sector at a time.
THE WESTERN SECTOR:
The French player has made a fairly determined effort to try and catch up with and destroy the fleeing
Perponcher; so, in order to help protect this valuable unit's retreat I have deployed what I deem to be
barely enough combat power to discourage any but a very strong French cavalry pursuit. We won't
know until next turn whether this supporting Allied force is sufficient to its task, but -- at least in my
view -- the attempt should be made. In addition, next turn, the balance of Hill's British III Corps enters
on The Road to Hal; however, because of the guaranteed presence of strong French forces along the
east-west branch of the Samme River, these units, instead of marching directly to "the sound of the
guns," will instead immediately commence the long, circuitous trip around the forest and over the
plateau in the far north. Interestingly enough, this northern detour, besides avoiding the French,
actually gets Hill's troops to the hamlet of Waterloo a turn earlier than does the southern route.

THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
It was, by abandoning a lot of essentially indefensible terrain on the Allied right, barely possible to
screen the gap between the east-west Samme and La Lasne Rivers with only two delay units. Of course,
this defensive position, although 3-1 proof for the moment, is highly vulnerable to a sudden flurry of
French low-odds attacks. My only hope is that, since Marty will clearly realize that his French are in a
"commanding" position, he will eschew any risky moves going into the endgame. Moreover, as can
plainly be seen, the Allies are making no attempt to hold onto the central (reverse) ridgeline: the
defensive advantage conferred by, at most, a single doubled hex, does not compensate for the exposed
flanks that such a forward deployment would entail. The other real problem with the PAA defense of
the center can be found at hex L34: while nothing is certain, I would be willing to bet that the F rench
commander will move the Imp. Gd. Foot Arty and a 6-4 into this river hex on his next turn. I know that,
as the French commander, I would.
THE EASTERN SECTOR:
General Ziethen's troops have finally managed -- with great difficulty and some luck -- to establish
themselves on or north of the La Lasne River. This position, although not perfect (see hex G35, for
example) still provides the Prussian Left Wing with the much needed '"force multiplier" of a long line of
doubling terrain. As things currently stand, Grouchy's force is not in a position to attack a doubled 6-4 at
3-1, even from three hexes. This situation, unfortunately, is virtually certain to change, as the French
commander will probably start transiting troops east from the central front, via hex K33, almost
immediately.
The other major question, still to be resolved in this troublesome sector, is how much of an obstacle
does Marty want to place in the path of the soon to enter Prussian IVth Corps? It is clear, from the
deployment of the II Cav. Hrs. Arty as a block against any potential interference from the Prussians near
Rosiers, that the French commander has every intention of opposing the entry of the Prussian
reinforcements along some part of the eastern map edge; the only question is how much, and how far
south. For the answer to that thorny question, I suspect that we will have to wait until the 1900 game
turn, before French movements in this sector actually reveal Marty's plans.
I realize that many players (perhaps most) are tempted, when their position begins to look hopeless, to
"throw up their hands" and resort to a string of often futile (and usually game -losing) low-odds attacks.
Certainly, there is a time when it is probably justified for the disadvantaged player to attempt a "Hail
Mary" or two in an effort to reverse his fortunes but, speaking for myself, I find that such challenging
situations can offer a player great learning opportunities. For what its worthl, I have found, over the
years, that I have learned a great deal more about a game by playing it out when losing, than I ever did
when winning.

17-1700 French

Marty: This was pretty much a "standard" move for the FR as I closed on MSJ and reinforced the forces
threatening the LaLasne river. My thoughts turned to countering the arrival of the PR IV Corps. To be
honest I was very puzzled by Joe's disposition of forces in the west. It seemed that the 6-4 on the
western edge was in no hurry to get back into the fight and I wasn't quite sure what the forces along hex
row 49 were defending. I do look forward to seeing Joe's rationale for this turn. It should be noted that
there is only a single PAA 1-4 unit remaining on board. My plans for next turn center on pressing the
attacks toward MSJ and forcing the difficult to defend sector of the LaLasne river in the vicinity of hex
K35.

17-1700 PAA

Joe: And now for our customary sector-by-sector tour of the Belgian Battle Area.
THE WESTERN SECTOR:
Things are developing in this battle space about as expected. The remaining units of Hill's IIIrd Corps
enter on the Road to Hal and immediately strike out for the northern plateau; granted, it will take this
contingent four game turns to get anywhere relevant, but they would never be in a position to be of use
to Wellington if they marched south towards the Samme. And speaking of the IIIrd Corps: Only Stedman
is able to safely make the trek east towards Mont. St.-Jean; the other two "small fry" both of which
entered at the same time, have no choice but to countermarch north to follow in the wake of the rest of
their corps.
Elsewhere, Perponcher continues his quest for safety while, as expected, a substantial force of French
cavalry -- with a leavening of infantry thrown in -- are still hot on his heels. I will say that, given the
amount of Anglo-Allied rifle strength that is in a position to support the British 6-4 should the French
pursuers persist, I would not, as the French commander, continue my pursuit; but, in Marty's case: he
may just feel that he has enough extra units available that he can afford a substantial cavalry "left hook"
along the western map edge.
Last but not least, Estroff and the Cav. Batts. take up blocking positions to discourage the local French
cavalry from occupying river hexes too close to the Hal-Nivelles secondary road. I would have preferred
another use for these units, but, until things with the French cavalry on the Allied Right get resolved,
their speed is useful.
THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
Another turn, and another pair of PAA delay units are sacrificed to buy the Allied armies just a little
more time. On the PAA right, the Allied commander is attempting to hold as much ground as he can, as
economically as he can. [Note that, except for the two delay units, none of the British units covering
their portion of the front can be attacked at 3-1.] Since the east-west branch of the Samme River is the
last truly useful "force-multiplying" barrier that Wellington has to work with in this sector, it is important

that the French be prevented from gaining a lodgment on the central stretch of this river for absolutely
as long as possible.
A little farther east, Marshal Blucher's units in the center are gradually being pushed back away from the
western end of the La Lasne River. This is a problem for the Allies, not only because it means that
Napoleon's forces are steadily getting closer to splitting the PAA position in two, but also because it
exposes J35 and J34 to French occupation; and once these hexes fall to L'Armee du Nord, then the
western end of the La Lasne defense line can pretty easily be rolled up, by the French player, like an
oriental carpet. To at least prevent the French player from just waltzing into these two hexes, Henkel
has been deployed to J35, Alten (covering Henkel's right flank) at J36, and Brause (on Henkel's left) to
I35. The idea of these moves is actually a simple one: Henkel can be attacked at "basic" odds of 9-1 or
from K35 and K34 exclusively, at 5-1 surrounded, but only if both the Imp. Gd. Foot Arty and Friant cross
the river into K35 (a surrounded hex) and then one of the two units soaks-off against Alten at either 1-2
or 1-1 while another French unit soaks off against the doubled 6-4 in I35 (assuming that the French
player still wants to occupy J34). Alternatively, of course, the French player could avoid advancing into
K35 altogether, and attack a doubled 4-4 head-on across the river at 3-1. [This small copse of forest
bears watching, by the way, as it may well be here that we see the first PAA low -odds counterattacks.]
My ultimate hope is that, confronted by a trio of awkward combat choices, Marty will wait a turn so that
Alten has to retreat from J36 to safer ground.
THE EASTERN (LA LASNE) SECTOR:
Yours truly, the Allied commander, after far too many worrisome turns, finally catches a major break in
this sector. The French player, in order (it would seem) to scare the two Prussian Hrs. Arty units near
Rosiers into backing off of the La Lasne River and, I also strongly suspect, to begin setting up so as to be
able to block the entry of the Prussian IVth Corps two turns hence, decides to suddenly move sixteen
cavalry factors (six units) north towards Wavre. This French maneuver has the desired effect on the
Prussian 2-6s, but it also has the unintended side-effect of preventing badly-needed soak-off units from
reaching the La Lasne River at a critical time. It turns out that, counting units already in the La Lasne area
and those additional French units transiting from the center into the eastern battle area via hex K33, the
French player will, on his 1900 game turn, be able to muster precisely thirty-six factors (in three hexes)
against the doubled 6-4 in G35. Unfortunately, the PAA player is well aware of the danger posed to G35
and, on this turn, moves the II Corps Foot Arty (a 5-4) into F36, so that it can support G35's left flank.
Even worse for the French player, by the time additional soak-off units can be dispatched to the eastern
sector, it will no longer matter because Steinmetz (an 8-4) moves to I37 this game turn, and will move to
G35 next turn.
Finally, a word about the Prussian position at Rosiers. In point of fact, I momentarily toyed with the idea
of either leaving the two Prussian 2-6s on the river where they would then, if the French player
committed his whole force, be vulnerable to a 4-1, or of positioning Stulpnagel on the river. The
problem with either of these ideas is that there is no compelling reason -- assuming that the French
player is committed to blocking the northern entrance of the IVth Corps -- for the enemy to detail more
than a single French 3-6 as a blocker, while the remaining five cavalry units all move so as to reach their
designated blocking positions by the end of the18 Jun 0700 French player turn. The hard fact is that, if
the French commander has set his mind on blocking some of the eastern entry hexes, then he is going to
be able to do so.

17-1900 French

Marty: Again, I was unsure as to Joe's intentions in the west. The 15 factors near the front lines and the
recently arrived 5PM reinforcements represented the real attack capability of the BR until the arrival of
the IV Corps. So I assumed a defensive stance based on the 6-4 in hex K47 realizing that he was safe
from at most a 2-1 attack until the 5PM reinforcements closed the battlefield. Much to my liking, Joe
was now using 2 factor units to screen his major divisions in the center. I chose to make the 3-1 against
the doubled 4-4 in J35 mainly because to make it an undoubled attack, I would have been required to
move my 6-4 and 8-4 into hex K35. This move would have required me to soak-off against the BR 7-4 at
1-2 (higher probability of defeat) or 1-1 (a most distasteful attack with no chance of retreat!). I was fairly
certain that whatever units remained in the hex after combat would have been subjected to a 2-1
surrounded attack on Joe's turn. So, I ended up losing my 8-4 anyway in the exchange. Near Wavre, my
plan was to contest the IV Corps' crossing of the Dyle river (most likely area of IV Corps' arrival) with a
doubled defense and then attack on my next turn attempting to strip the corps of their cavalry units. I
felt I had enough units to continue to threaten/defend the LaLasne river to prevent a link -up of the PR
forces as well as continue to send reinforcements to the Wavre battle. The forces near Genappe were to
cover Joe's unlikely arrival on the eastern primary road. At this time, the loss ratio was 36 FR to 77 PAA.

Neutral Commentary: Marty sends 2 infantry and 3 cavalry units south on the road to Quatre Bras
presumably to block the Prussian 4th Corps should they enter in the south. And as Joe earlier surmised,
French units are setting up to block the 4th Corps entry in the north. I am not in favor of this latter move.
It allows the 4th Corps to engage in action on the 2nd turn of the 18th. If instead the French shifted the
eastern forces to the center, it would be the 6th turn on which the newly arriving Prussian infantry can
get into the action. That is a difference of 4 turns which the reinforced French could use to better
hammer the center and split the PAA more easily at Mt St Jean.

17-1900 PAA

Joe: It's really getting to be crunch time in Belgium, I'm afraid. The Hanoverians and the Prussian IVth
Corps will finally enter the game next turn, but the likelihood of the ir belated arrival actually affecting
the outcome of this match is exceedingly doubtful. Hence, it is time for the Allies to attempt a little
"push-back" against the French. This 1-1, interestingly enough, will be my first low-odds attack (other
than a single 1-3 soak-off) in this match. The good news, such as there is, is that I have a 50% of clearing
the French out of J34 -- although the 10% chance of the DB2 is a worry, I confess -- the bad news is that
there is also a 30% chance that my two units will be permanently gone, with no compensation
whatsoever, at the end of the combat phase. Good times!
Now, let's take a look at things sector by sector.
THE WESTERN SECTOR:
The French player, as I expected, is doing his best to clear the east-west secondary road north of the
Samme River so that he can seize H46. The defensive line with the 2-4 sacrifice is intended to deny him
that prize for another game turn. His primary goal in ths sector, of course, is to block the approaching
Road to Hal reinforcements and prevent them from reaching the main battle area. I have a little trick up
my sleeve (think: 1st Foot Arty) on this score, but a lot will depend on Marty's appetite for additional
low-odds risk.
THE CENTRAL SECTOR:
June 18th, 0700 is -- barring "cold dice" on the part of the French player -- not going to be an especially
pleasant turn for the Allies, as two more sacrifice units have been deployed forward, and an undoubled
stack of three PAA 5-4s is now just waiting for the French blow to fall. The obvi ous French attack would
be a 5-1 versus one of the 5-4s, and a soak-off ranging from 1-5 to 1-2. However, Marty may be getting
impatient, so I would not be surprised to see a 4-1/1-1 combination instead. The real problem is that the
Allies are just about out of room around Mont. St. -Jean. Truth be told, given the French army's

preponderance of strength, I have been both surprised and relieved, especially since virtually a turn
doesn't go by in which at least some of them have been exposed to basic odds attacks.
THE EASTERN SECTOR:
Marty has stripped off some of his infantry and cavalry and marched them east to, I'm sure, welcome
the IVth Corps when it arrives next turn. That's bad enough, but the immediate problem is that the
French have seized control of J34 in some strength. Since this is one of the few situations in which an
AB2 would not do too much damage to my defensive line, I have decided to counterattack at 1-1 in
hopes of rolling a D Elim, or alternatively, an Exchange. Obviously, an A Elim would be disappointing,
but a DB2 would be no picnic for the Prussian attackers either because, although a retreat chases the
French out of J34 for a turn, they will be able to come roaring back, and when they do, I would expect to
see Marty's favorite 1-2 versus Langen, followed by an attack using thirty-five or so factors (in some
combination) against Brause and the II Corps Foot Arty. This, by the way, was not the only counterattack
that I considered: I also considered attacking Morand at 3-1 (or even for a dizzy moment, at 2-1);
unfortunately, even if this attack were successful, it would allow the French to counterattack from both
G34 and F34, and Blucher simply doesn't have the units available to fight in two different sections of his
front.

18-0700 French

Marty: I was still trying to ascertain Joe's intentions in the west as from my perspective he had 15
factors that are out of the battle. In the center I want to push toward G44 to cut off all of the
approaching BR forces in the west. Also 4 more delay factors increase my advantage in the loss ratio.
Most importantly, If I can gain control of MSJ, I effectively cut the PAA defense in two and can assume a
defensive stance in the west and concentrate on driving toward the secondary road to Brussels and

preventing interference from the IV Corps. My attack at hex I35 is my main effort to break the LaLasne
river defense with a supporting 1-2 hoping for a victory so that I can cut off the 11 factors in hex I35.
While that attack was not successful (though my 6-4 did escape) and Joe's 5-4 in the west also got a D
back 2, the main attack did result in a D elim. So I eliminated 15 factors with no losses and was feeling
pretty good about my overall position in the game - feeling fat, dumb, and happy! While Joe's attack
west of MSJ was not a surprise, his unopposed crossing of the Dyle was a complete shock. To say that I
was totally embarrassed with my rookie error is a gross understatement!!! I should have had a 5-4 and a
3-6 or two 3-6s in hex C28. At that moment before the die rolls I had visions of Joe pulling victory from
the jaws of defeat based on my stupidity. Fortunately for me, Joe suffered the worst results in his battles
against J41 with the loss ratio standing at 45 FR vs 106 PAA at the conclusion of turn 15. He then
conceded the game.

18-0700 PAA

Joe: So far as the luck factor in this game is concerned: there is no doubt that the two early French 2-1s
without any French casualties (a 16% chance) put pressure on my PAA by forcing me to back off the
Heights earlier than usual and also because your victory at Braine le Comte prevented me from diverting
more British rifle strength to the early defense of the Nivelles forest corridors. Certainly those results
created problems for the PAA, but they shouldn't have been insurmountable. Regarding the other
attacks: while the results from your 4-1s were downright lethal, the outcomes from your 3-1s were
mediocre, at best. The French soak-offs, particularly the 1-2s, were a mixed bag: granted the French
didn't lose any 5-4s or 6-4s to A Elims; on the other hand, but didn't roll and DB2s or Exchanges either.

In the end, I lost because I underestimated the cavalry threat against Wavre once the Imp. Gd. Hrs. Arty
was eliminated in the exchange versus Luck. I tried to hold the Dyle on the cheap, but what I should
have done was to have deployed another infantry division and my remaining two 2-6s to support
Zeithen's corps before the French Right Wing could establish a lodgment on the Dyle. I pride myself of
bing economical in my use of combat power: unfortunately, in this case I was "penny wise and pound
foolish." Live and learn.
Finally, I seriously considered a flurry of surrounded counterattacks -- either in the center, in the east, or
even at both locations -- on the same turn that you eliminated Pirch II and captured Genappe.
Unfortunately, when I crunched the numbers, the odds weren't especially promising: a 16% chance of
pretty good results at one site or the other, but only a 44% chance of still having some semblance of a
coherent line after the combats had been resolved. In the end, I decided that as a heuristic enterprise,
our match wouldn't be of much value to those following it if it "blew up" on the 17 Jun 1300 game turn.
Moreover, it has been awhile since I have had to fight a tenacious delaying action at Mont. St.-Jean
against a powerful French force, so I decided to indulge myself and see if I still remembered a few of my
old tricks and stratagems for that area of the game map.

Marty: I felt honored to play Joe in this championship game. Unlike my play, his play was error free and
most impressive in its execution. He protected his main divisions magnificently the entire game which
kept my frustration level high throughout. Even when I thought I had an advantage, his moves
diminished that advantage sometimes to the point of no effect. From my very first exposure to watching
Joe play Waterloo in 1995 up to this game, I continue to learn from his masterful play.
Thank you, Joe, for a most enjoyable game! I humbly request that you stop teaching the game to other
veteran players as the likes of Ed Menzel, Gary Dickson, Greg Smith, Richard Beyma, and many others
are getting way too difficult to defeat. Seriously, you are a credit to our hobby and a most valuable asset
to the Waterloo gaming community! Marty Musella

Neutral Commentary: I did some analysis after the game was over concerning the luck factor. I broke
the attacks into two groups – doubled defender positions and non-doubled positions. Because of
Marty’s early two 2-1 DE attack results, one would expect them to show that luck favored the French.
And they did but the PAA fared better than the expected in non-doubled attacks to partially offset the
French advantage.

Defense
Doubled
Non-doubled
Total

Attack Losses From Die Rolls
Actual
Average expected
French
PAA
French
PAA
4
21
28.6
20.5
19
12
19.46
19.5
23
33
48.06
40

I also reviewed the game maps to make my own assessment of why the French won. Certainly, they
gained a very nice advantage with the 16-1500 lucky 2-1 attacks. When combined with the removal of a
6-4 for the bid, it can strain the PAA defenses as it did here. But I noted earlier that I didn’t feel this
would be decisive. To test myself on this theory, I reviewed game maps from an earlier contest I had

versus Joe. In that one, I managed to squeak out one of my very few wins. I was the PAA and was able to
run out the clock on the last day.
I’ve posted maps of the 17-0900 PAA positions of both games below for comparison purposes. The
Nivelles and central board positions are somewhat similar. The largest difference is in the eastern side of
the board. The PAA still holds the Thil river and the French are contained on the east-west river in my
game versus Joe. The loss of position in the east by the PAA in the Marty game may be partially
explained by the heavier combat losses – a favorable French differential of 26 factors in the game with
Marty versus 15 factors in the game with me. There was only one more unit differential PAA loss in the
Marty game.
In any case, a really good game between two very good players. I hope everyone has enjoyed their
commentary and find this paper useful for their own future play.

Joe versus Marty Championship game

Ed as PAA versus Joe

